
MAGDRIVE MAGNETIC CAR VENT
MOUNT BLACK
Magnetic Car Vent Mount (MagFamily Range)

REF : CY-CY4627WLCCH

EAN : 084811604063

EXISTS IN : BLACK

DESCRIPTION :

Safer Getaways

Drive safely on road trips with MagDrive. Providing you with safe and secure mounting, in landscape or portrait, the

information you need will always be in prime position, ensuring you can keep your eyes and focus on the road ahead.

No more fumbling with cables and battling to keep your phone steady while driving. MagDrive has been meticulously

crafted to provide a strong and secure connection between your phone and the mount. With a simple snap, your phone

will remain secure and stable during bumpy rides and abrupt turns.

Mount the right way

Picture this, you’re driving down the freeway and need to glance at your phone for directions, but the glare of the sun is

blocking your view. The MagDrive Vent Mount provides a solution with 360-degree phone positioning, so you can

effortlessly adjust your phone to your preferred viewing angle and get to your destination with ease. 

Power up your drive

Experience uninterrupted navigation, music and phone calls by combining your MagDrive vent Mount with the

optional MagMove 5K Dual Magnet Power Bank (purchased separately). Through dual magnetic charging of the MagMove

Power Bank, you can ensure that your phone will stay charged no matter where the road takes you. 

Dual connection

The MagMove Power Bank is the centre-point of the MagFamily range. Equipped with extra strong dual magnets, the

MagMove Power Bank wirelessly charges and magnetically mounts to your phone on one side, while the other side 

seamlessly connects to the rest of the MagFamily at-home and in-car range. 

Explore the MagFamily range

https://tiloli.com/magmove-5-000mah-dual-magsafe-power-bank-black-cy-cy4565pbche.html
https://www.cygnett.com/products/magmove-5-000-mah-dual-magnet-power-bank
https://tiloli.com/magmove-5-000mah-dual-magsafe-power-bank-black-cy-cy4565pbche.html
https://tiloli.com/magmove-5-000mah-dual-magsafe-power-bank-black-cy-cy4565pbche.html
https://tiloli.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MagFamily


STRENGTHS :

Ultra-secure car vent fastening with adjustable hook.

360 ° positioning of phone to minimise vent obstruction.

Landscape or portrait

Compatible with MagSafe technology

CHARACTERISTICS :

Includes

MagFamily Head

Magnetic Vent Mount

Magnetic Ring

User Manual

Specifications

Colour: Black

MagFamily Head: 57mm H x 27mm D x 57mm W

Vent Mount: 85mm H x 56mm D x 40mm W

Magnetic Compatibility

Compatible with iPhone 12 and models that support MagSafe technology

Elements

2 Years Warranty

Designed in Australia

COMPATIBILITY :

iPhone 13, iPhone 13 Mini, iPhone 13 Pro, iPhone 13 Pro Max, iPhone 14, iPhone 14 Pro, iPhone 14 Plus, iPhone 14 Pro Max,

iPhone 12 Mini, iPhone 12, iPhone 12 Pro, iPhone 12 Pro Max, iPhone 15, iPhone 15 Pro, iPhone 15 Plus, iPhone 15 Pro Max


